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Abstract
The generalized symplectic formalism quantization method is employed to study the gauge invariance Proca elec-
trodynamics theory. We show that the zero modes of the symplectic matrix are the generators of the gauge transfor-
mation. After ﬁxing the gauge, the generalized brackets are calculated.
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1. Introduction
Faddeev and Jackiw [1] proposed a geometric method
for the symplectic quantization of constrained systems.
This method is based on Darboux’s theorem [3] in
which we do not need to introduce primary constraints
as in the Dirac formalism [2]. Also, the classiﬁcation of
the constraints is not necessary, since all the constraints
are held to the same standard [4]. Faddeev-Jackiw’s
method has been applied in several models [5].
The essential point of the symplectic quantization
method is to make the system into a ﬁrst order La-
grangian with some auxiliary ﬁelds, but the method
does not depend on how the auxiliary ﬁelds are in-
troduced to make the ﬁrst order Lagrangian [1]. The
ﬁrst order Lagrangian, which consists of some symplec-
tic variables and their generalized canonical momenta,
gives the geometric structure of the manifold through
the symplectic two form matrix. The classiﬁcation of
the system as constrained or unconstrained in the ﬁrst
order Faddeev-Jackiw formalism depends on the singu-
lar behavior of the symplectic two form matrix.
In this work we are going to study the symplectic
quantization of gauge invariance Proca electrodynam-
ics. It was shown that although Proca electrodynamics
is not gauge invariant, it is possible to add certain non-
local, nonpolynomial mass term with the help an aux-
iliary ﬁeld to Lagrangian density and to transform it in
a gauge theory [6]. The constraints and their algebra
were constructed from a consistent Hamiltonian formu-
lation using the Dirac formalism. Also, the problem of
gauge ﬁxing for the theory was studied and gauge con-
ditions were introduced to calculate Dirac brackets for
the dynamical variables. Here, we are going to derive
the generalized symplectic brackets and show that they
are equivalent to the Dirac brackets [7].
The work is organized as follow, in section 2 we an-
alyzed the geometric structure of the Proca electrody-
namics and ﬁnally in section 3 we present the conclu-
sions.
2. Symplectic analysis for the Proca electrodynam-
ics
The eﬀective gauge invariant Lagrangian density
which describes the Proca ﬁeld is deﬁned by:
L = −1
4
FμνFμν +
1
2
M2
[
Aμ +
1
e
∂μθ
]2
, (1)
where Fμν ≡ ∂μAν − ∂νAμ. The Lagrangian above is
invariant under the following transformations,
Aμ (x)→ Aμ (x)+∂μΛ (x) , θ (x)→ θ (x)−eΛ (x) . (2)
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From (1) it is easy to write the Lagrangian in ﬁrst order
notation by introducing the canonical momenta πμ and
pθ with respect to the ﬁelds Aμ and θ, respectively,
πμ = −F0μ , pθ = M
2
e
[
A0 +
1
e
∂0θ
]
. (3)
The initial set of symplectic variables deﬁning the ex-
tended space is given by the set ξ(0) =
(
Ak, πk, θ, pθ, A0
)
,
and so, the starting Lagrangian density is written as fol-
lows:
L(0) = a(0)A (ξ) ξ(0)A −H (0) (ξ) , (4)
where the zero iterated symplectic potential has the fol-
lowing form:
H (0) ≡ 1
2
(
πk
)2
+
1
2
e2
M2
p2θ + π
k∂kA0 − eA0pθ
+
1
4
FklFkl +
1
2
M2
[
Ak +
1
e
∂kθ
]2
, (5)
and the canonical momenta a(0) (ξ) for the symplectic
variables ξ(0)k are:
a(0)Ak = π
k , a(0)
πk
= 0 , a(0)θ = pθ,
a(0)pθ = 0 , a
(0)
A0
= 0. (6)
Then, we obtain the zero iterated symplectic two-form
matrix deﬁned by
f (0)AB (x, y) =
δa(0)B (y)
δξ(0)A (x)
− δa
(0)
A (x)
δξ(0)B (y)
, (7)
with the components
f (0)AB (x, y) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 1 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
δ3 (x − y) . (8)
The symplectic matrix is singular and it has a zero mode
v˜A(0) =
(
0 0 0 0 vA0 (x)
)
, (9)
where vA0 (x) is an arbitrary function. From this non-
trivial zero-mode, we have the following constraint
Ω(0) =
∫
d3xvA0 (x)
δ
δξA0 (x)
∫
d3yH (0)
(
ξ(0)k
)
= −
∫
d3xvA0 (x)
[
∂xkπ
k (x) + epθ (x)
]
= 0. (10)
With vA0 (x) arbitrary, the constraint is evaluated form
(10) to be
Ω(0) ≡ ∂kπk + epθ = 0. (11)
According to the symplectic algorithm, the constraint
(11) is introduced in the Lagrangian density by using
Lagrangian multipliers λ (x) , thus, the ﬁrst iterated La-
grangian density is written as
L(1) = a(1)A (ξ) ξ˙A(1) −H (1) (ξ) , (12)
with the ﬁrst iterated symplectic potential
H (1) ≡ H (0)
Ω(0)=0 =
1
2
(
πk
)2
+
1
2
e2
M2
p2θ+
+
1
4
FklFkl +
1
2
M2
[
Ak +
1
e
∂kθ
]2
. (13)
Here, we have enlarged the space with the ﬁrst it-
erated set of symplectic variables deﬁned by ξ(1)k =(
Ak, πk, θ, pθ, λ
)
, with the new canonical one-form de-
ﬁned by,
a(1)Ak → πk , a
(1)
πk
→ 0 , a(1)θ → pθ,
a(1)pθ → 0 , a(1)λ → ∂kπk + epθ. (14)
Thus, the ﬁrst iterated symplectic matrix is written as
f (1)AB (x, y) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 −δkl 0 0 0
δlk 0 0 0 −∂xk
0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 1 0 e
0 −∂xl 0 −e 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
δ3 (x − y) .
(15)
The modiﬁed symplectic matrix after the ﬁrst iteration
is again singular. As it can be seen, there is one new
zero-mode associated to this matrix and it is written as:
v˜A(1) (x) =
(
∂xkα (x) 0 −eα (x) 0 α (x)
)
, (16)
where α (x) is a new arbitrary quantity. A new constraint
can be derived from (16), then, we have that
Ω(1) =
∫
d3xv˜A(1) (x)
δ
δξ(1)A (x)
∫
d3yH (1) (y)
=
∫
d3xα (x)
{
∂xi ∂
x
kFki (x) − M2∂xi
[
Ai (x)
+
1
e
∂xi θ (x)
]
+ M2∂xk
[
Ak (x) +
1
e
∂xkθ (x)
]}
(17)
= 0.
Thus, Ω(1) identically zero, therefore, the relation (17)
indicates that there are no more constraints associated in
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the theory and as a result the symplectic matrix remains
singular what characterizes the theory as a gauge theory.
In order to obtain a regular symplectic matrix a gauge
ﬁxing term must be added to the symplectic potential.
We choose the Coulomb gauge Θ = ∂kAk+ M
2
e θ = 0 and
we obtain the second iterative Lagrangian, i.e.:
L(2) = a(2)A (ξ) ξ˙A(2) −H (2) (ξ) , (18)
associated with the symplectic variable ξ(2)k =(
Ak, πk, θ, pθ, λ, η
)
, where η (x) is the Lagrange multi-
plier corresponding to gauge ﬁxing term. The canonical
momenta a(2)A (ξ) is:
a(2)Ak → πk , a
(2)
πk
→ 0 , a(2)θ → pθ , a(2)pθ → 0,
a(2)λ → ∂kπk + epθ , a(2)η → ∂kAk +
M2
e
θ. (19)
Now, the second iterated symplectic potential is:
H (2) ≡ H (1)
Θ=0 =
1
2
(
πk
)2
+
1
2
e2
M2
p2θ +
1
4
FklFkl
+
1
2
M2
[
Ak +
1
e
∂kθ
]2
. (20)
From (19) we obtain the second-iterated symplectic
two-form matrix
f (2)AB (x, y) ≡
δ f (2)B (y)
δξA(2) (x)
− δ f
(2)
A (x)
δξB(2) (y)
=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 −δkl 0 0 0 −∂xk
δlk 0 0 0 −∂xk 0
0 0 0 −1 0 M2e
0 0 1 0 e 0
0 −∂xl 0 −e 0 0
−∂xl 0 −M
2
e 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
δ3 (x − y) . (21)
Since this matrix is not singular the inverse of (21) can
be determined, from which it is possible to identify the
following generalized brackets:
{
Ai (x) , π j (y)
}
=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝δi j − ∂
x
i ∂
x
j
∂xi ∂
x
i
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ δ3 (x − y) ,
{
θ (x) , pθ (y)
}
=
(
1 +
M2
Dx
)
δ3 (x − y) . (22)
3. Remarks and conclusions
In this paper we have studied Proca Electrodynam-
ics gauge invariance with the symplectic quantization
method. The results give us the Dirac brackets of the
theory, which is an alternative to the orthodox Dirac
method on constrained dynamics [2]. At the same time,
we have shown that the symplectic approach is more in-
tuitive in the sense that the constraints are related to the
generalized canonical momenta and the Lagrange mul-
tipliers to the symplectic variables in the enlarged sym-
plectic structure of the constrained manifold. For the
Proca Electrodynamics we have shown that the num-
ber of the constraints is smaller and the structure of
these constraints is very simple because we do not need
to distinguish ﬁrst or second class constraints, primary
or secondary constraints, etc. We have easily obtained
the Dirac brackets by reading directly from the inverse
matrix
[
f AB(2)
]−1
of the symplectic two form matrix.
Finally, we can observe that the potential symplectic
obtained at the ﬁnal stage of iterations is exactly the
Hamiltonian which is obtained through several steps
with the usual Dirac formulation of the constrained sys-
tems.
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